Couples Separating Post when divorce is imminent
State views divorce as a civil matter that requires the advice and services of an attorney licensed in the state
where the divorce will be filed. FLO has lists of lawyers and guidance on finding lawyers or how to go through
mediation. Employees are encouraged to use My Itinerary to schedule transportation and shipment of effects
for all returning family members. Once a divorce has been granted, and signed by a judge then it is an
employee’s responsibility to contact their Assignments Technician. Any changes should be submitted to
HR/EX’s Assignment Technicians through the electronic OF-126 Residence and Dependency Report in the
GEMS Self-Service application in HR Online. Additional guidance can be found by contacting HR/EX, the HRO or
FLO.

1). Advance Travel Orders: Financed by U.S. Government (14 FAM 532.3): When a permanent marital
separation or divorce is intended, return travel of an employee’s spouse may be authorized to the employee’s
service separation address in the United States before the employee’s eligibility to travel occurs. Travel to a
location other than the separation address would be on a cost-construct basis. Usually, a separation
agreement should exist. The reasons for authorizing advance travel for the spouse should be summarized in
writing and retained at post in accordance with 5 FAH-4 (Records Management Handbook.) Before any
obligation of US funds is incurred, the employee shall execute a repayment agreement. (14 FAM 532.3-4)
Return travel of an employee’s spouse may also be included in the first travel authorization issued to the
employee authorizing travel of the family after an agreement to separate or divorce is reached (14 FAM 532.8b). Before any expenses are incurred for return travel of the spouse, s/he must certify her/his understanding
that travel back to the same post at USG expense will not be authorized. (14 FAM 532.8-d)

2). Financed by the Employee (14 FAM 532.4): The employee may arrange for advance travel of the
spouse, paying the cost initially and claiming reimbursement after the employee has reached the eligibility
date for travel and has been issued travel authorization that covers the entire family. Even if, because of
divorce or annulment, the spouse and/or minor children have ceased to be EFMs by the time the employee
becomes eligible to travel, s/he may still be reimbursed. (14 FAM 532.4-b)

3). Advance Shipment of Household Effects (HHE)-(14 FAM 618.1-c): The advance shipment of
household effects from post may be authorized to the employee’s separation address in connection with
separation or divorce only if a legal property settlement exists or the employee otherwise agrees in writing
and identifies those items that are to be shipped as the property of the spouse. If the HHE is shipped to a
location other than the separation address, it would be done on a cost-construct basis. (A POV cannot be
shipped under this authority at all.)

Note: When a divorcing spouse’s goods are being sent back to the US, the employee is not obliged to sign a
repayment agreement because the employee’s next HHE shipment will be reduced by the amount that the
divorcing spouse sent out when s/he left post. Property that leaves post as an advance shipment cannot be
placed in storage. It goes directly to the separation address or to another location on a cost-construct basis.

4). Removal of Goods in Storage:

If the divorcing spouse has goods which are stored under the name of
the employee, the latter must indicate clearly what goods the divorcing spouse is entitled to take out. These
goods will be shipped to the separation address of the employee or to another location on a cost-construct
basis. Employee may also send an email to The Office of Transportation allowing access to returning

spouse.
Documentation:

 Statement of Mutual Consent: to be signed before advance travel orders are issued.

It states that

one partner is not deserting or abandoning the other.

 Authorization to Receive Goods Shipped from Post, which will allow the spouse to receive HHE.
 Legal Property Settlement or list prepared by employee:

saying specifically what the spouse may

remove from storage.

 Joint Property Statement:

This will allow the spouse access to goods in storage.

Other considerations:

 Spouse’s diplomatic passport: As long as the couple has not yet divorced and the spouse is on the
employee’s travel orders for the post to which the employee is assigned, the spouse is entitled to hold
a diplomatic passport.

 Separate Maintenance Allowance: The separating spouse is not eligible for SMA.
 Foreign-Born Spouse:

This person has the same rights as a U.S.-born spouse.

 Curtailment:

Post management can curtail the employee’s assignment if the image of the mission is
at stake, if there is suspected abuse, or if by curtailing, the couple is more likely to reach a settlement.
(3 FAM 2443)

 Service of papers:

A Foreign Service employee may not use an assignment abroad or diplomatic
status to avoid service of papers.

 Separate Housing at Post:

When a permanent marital separation or divorce is intended, post may
provide separate housing for the spouse, if available. The separate residence would provide time for
the spouse to prepare for departure and would allow children to finish a school semester. However,
there are no regulations that require this accommodation.

 Employees : All employees are expected to behave honorably and to provide means for the departing
spouse (or family) to sustain him/herself.

 Intervention: The Family Advocacy Officer, RSO and MED may intervene if there is any suspicion of
physical violence (3 FAM 1812.3-2).

